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Perturbation theory is a useful way to obtain relatively small differential complexes representing 
a given chain homotopy type. An important part of the theory is "the basic perturbation 
lemma" which allows the transfer of structure between differential graded modules M and N 
of the same homotopy type when the differential in one has been changed. Under certain 
circumstances, the theory can be applied to obtain resolutions over algebras which are 
"perturbations" of algebras over which resolutions are known. For example, if D is any finitely 
generated torsion-free nilpotent group then the integral group ring A = Z(D) may be considered 
as a perturbation of the ring of Laurent polynomials. The theory may then be applied to a 
well-known resolution over the Laurent polynomials to obtain a resolution over the group 
ring. More general classes of algebras are discussed in "Homological Perturbation theory, 
Hochscbild homology and formal groups" by the author (to appear). 
There is a trade-off between the size of the resolutions which arise from the perturbation 
method and the complexity of the new differential. In order to keep the modules relatively 
small, there is a considerable increase in the algebraic omplexity of the resulting difIerentials. 
In order to study such complexes systematically, examples are needed. To facilitate such study, 
the Scratehpad system was used to set up and perform the necessary calculations. Because of 
the way Scratchpad is organized, this could be done in a way that minimizes programming 
effort and provides the natural mathematical environment for such calculations. 
In this paper, we discuss ome of the general theory behind homologieal perturbation theory, 
give an idea of what is needed to make calculations within that theory in Scratchpad, and 
calculate a resolution of the integers over the integral group ring of the 4 × 4 upper triangular 
matrices with ones along the diagonal. 
Introduction 
The purpose of  this paper  is to review an algor ithm for comput ing "smal l "  reso lut ions 
in homological  algebra,  to prov ide  examples o f  its use as promised  in Lambe (to appear )  
and Lambe & Stasheff (1987), and to i l lustrate the use of  computer  algebra in an area  
not  usual ly associated with that subject. Compar ison of  the complexes produced by  the 
method discussed here with those produced by other methods shows that the a lgor i thm 
general izes everal other  approaches;  Gugenheim & Lambe (1989), Gugenhe im et aL 
(1990, 1991), Barnes & Lambe (1989) and Barnes & Lambe (preprint).  
This is an exposi tory note which is intended to help make homolog ica l  per turbat ion  
theory more accessible and to encourage wider use of  computer  algebra in mathemat ica l  
research. 
The class of objects presented here - - f in i te ly  generated torsion-free n i lpotent  groups  
(of  arbitrary n i lpotency c lass ) - -a re  given because of  their simplicity.  The examples po in t  
to the general phenomena that are to be expected when trying to derive complexes mal ler  
than "standard complexes"  in other homological  contexts. The complexes produced are 
general ly much smal ler  than the bar construction, but  larger than a minimal resolution. 
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This study was begun in Lambe & Priddy (1982) and picked up again in Lambe (to 
appear; 1986), and Lambe & Stasheff (1987). In this context, the present paper naturally 
follows Lambe (to appear) and Lambe & Stasheff (1987) where methods for computing 
the eohomology of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups were discussed. Our 
results in Lambe & Stasheff (1987) are quite general, however, and not restricted only to 
this class. 
The procedure used to calculate the resolutions is rather straightforward and has its 
origin in an idea that may be found in an unpublished note of V. Gugenheim (1960). In 
informal terms, the idea is this: 
I f  ~ is a perturbation of A, then a resolution of A may be perturbed to obtain a resolution 
of A. 
In Gugenheim (1960), the objects are algebras P over a ring R whose underlying 
R-module structure is that of the tensor product of other algebras over R. Axioms were 
given in Gugenheim (1960) which allows one to think of P as a perturbation of the 
underlying tensor product algebra structure. Gugenheim's unpublished note evolved into 
joint work with J. Milgram (Gugenheim & Milgram, 1970) where a method was given to 
achieve the perturbation for a class of algebras including the Steenrod Algebra. A different 
algorithm is used in this paper which is superior in several respects: 
(i) it is given by an explicit formula; 
(ii) it produces not only a resolution, but a comparison map with the bar construction, 
i.e. an explicit chain homotopy equivalence with the "standard resolution"; and 
(iii) it may be "continued" to produce an A~ strueture on the reduced complex, i.e. 
a product and higher order product information (Massey products) using another 
application of the general algorithm. 
Items (i) and (ii) are discussed below. The interested reader will find information about 
item (iii) in Lambe & Stasheff (1987), and Gugenheim et al. (1990, 1991). 
A key ingredient of the algorithm goes back to R. Brown (Brown, 1967), and V. 
Gugenheim (Gugenheim, 1972) and was inspired by Shih (1962). It has recently been 
re-examined in a series of papers by V. Gugenheim, L. Lambe, and J. Stasheff (Lambe 
& Stasheff (1987), Gugenheim & Lambe (1989), Gugenheim et aL (1990, 1991)), and a 
series of papers by J. Huebschmann and T. Kadeishvili, (Huebschmann, 1988; 1989a, b; 
Huebschmann & Kadeishvili, preprint). Further applications for a variety of resolutions 
were discovered in joint work with D. Barnes (Barnes & Lambe, 1989; preprint). There 
is a relationship with K. T. Chen's work (Chen, 1977) as explained in Gugenheim et al. 
(1990). This tool acquired the label: "basic perturbation lemma" in Lambe & Stasheff 
(1987). 
The methods are applicable to other groups such as finite p-groups as follows from 
the main theorem in Lambe & Stasheff (1987) and even to certain other discrete groups 
such as the fundamental group of the Klein bottle. The latter application was discovered 
in joint work with D. Barnes (Barnes & Lambe, preprint). The ease of finitely generated 
two.step nilpotent groups has been studied in a series of papers by J. Huebschmann 
(Huebschmann, 1988; 1989a) using an apparently different, though obviously related 
method. There are results for metacyclic groups in Huebschmann (1989b). 
It should be stressed that there are many applications possible in areas other than that 
of modules over group rings of certain groups. If there is an opportunity, some of these 
applications will be discussed in a later note. As mentioned above, the present examples 
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were chosen because of their "simplicity", but it needs to be pointed out that, even in 
these examples, the algorithm used is complex enough that a literal application of  it 
would be rather uncomfortable if carried out "by hand" for the 4 × 4 matrices below. 
This is not meant o imply that methods could not be found to "shortcut" the algorithm. 
Indeed, it will be seen that this application of homological perturbation theory, i f  
understood correctly, leads to complexes for groups analogous to the Cartan-Cheval ley- 
Eilenberg formula for Lie Algebras in terms of "generalized structure constants" of  the 
group. The examples to be presented have helped greatly in understanding this. Formulas 
in terms of generalized structure constants may be calculated symbolically in a sufficiently 
general computer algebra system. An indication of how this can be done will be given. 
The technical details and results will be presented elsewhere. 
The calculations for this paper were done within the Scratchpad computer algebra 
system running on an IBM RT configured to have 180M of disk space, 8M of real memory 
and 40M of virtual memory. Since these methods allow one to comfortably produce new 
and complicated examples, they will be briefly described, but again, technical details will 
be given elsewhere. An introduction to the Scratchpad system may be found in Lambe 
(1989). 
1. Motivation 
In this section, some events leading up to the author's current viewpoint are reviewed. 
Much of what follows concerning the early stages of this research was presented in a talk 
at a conference on the Applications of Computers in Geometry and Topology at UIC in 
March of 1986, but not included in Lambe (1989). Many of these ideas were presented 
in a series of seminars at North Carolina State University in 1986 and 1987, the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the Fall of 1988 and at the University of Sydney in 
January, 1989. It is a pleasure to acknowledge my ongoing collaboration with Victor 
Gugenheim and Jim StashefI in the area of homological perturbation theory (Gugenheim 
et al., 1990; 1991). 
1.1. POLYNOMIAL  GROUP LAW 
To begin, this paper will discuss free resolutions over the group rings of finitely generated 
torsion-free nilpotent groups G. Such groups may be thought of as having underlying set 
the same as that of the n-dimensional integer lattice Z". The group operation is then 
given by a polynomial function 
~:Z~xZ"~Z" 
that satisfies 
r/i(g, )7) = x~. + Yi + ~'l(xl, . . .  , xi-a, Yl . . . .  , Y,-1) for 1 -< i -< n 
where 2 = (xl . . . . .  x,)  and )7 = (Y l , . . . ,  Y,). Thus G may be thought of as a perturbation 
of the abelian group law. An analogous remark holds for other nilpotent groups. Obviously, 
we can think of any formal power series group law, convergent or not, as a "perturbation" 
of the abelian group law. 
1.2. INTEGER,  DERHAM THEORY 
One way to find a small complex for computing the cohomology of such groups is to 
use the deRahm theorem in the case of real coefficients as done in Nomizu (1954) and 
mimic the deRham theorem for subrings R of the rationals as in Lambe & Priddy (1982). 
That method will be briefly described because a detailed study of it pointed to the 
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perturbation methods which followed. The idea is to define a module of "differential 
forms", A, over R, and then to define an "integration map" which would yield an 
isomorphism of this complex in homology with a standard complex for the group with 
coefficients in R. The complex A* is easy to define using the fact that the group law is 
given by a polynomial function: take the Lie algebra given formally by the group law, 
and extend the forms on the dual of this Lie algebra to left-invariant differential forms 
on the classifying space of G in the usual way. An appropriate deRham theory of 
differential forms can be obtained from H. Cartan's work (Cartan, 1976) or E. Miller's 
(Miller 1978). The hard part is to define the integration map. For this, a uniform family 
of simplices can be defined (Lambe & Priddy, 1982). On has a k-simplex s(d~,. . . ,  dk) 
for each k-tuple of elements of G. The correspondence $ given by 
,,0 :A k ~ Ck(G; R) where 
J (a)(dl  . . . .  , dk) = [ ot 
.Is (dl,,..,dk) 
for R ~ Q, is a cochain map from the exterior algebra complex to the standard functional 
cochain complex. Under certain restrictions on R is can be shown that J induces an 
isomorphism in homology. This particular method was improved in Cenkl & Porter (to 
appear). 
Of course, a complex which gives the homology of a group is far from a resolution of 
the ground ring over the group ring, or so it would seem at first. Using the "basic 
perturbation 1emma", described below, such a complex can be derived, and by a second 
application, a resolution can be obtained from that complex. This will be explained later. 
First, I would like to answer the question: "What has the 'integration method' just 
described have to do with homological perturbation theory?" The answer comes from 
looking at the very first case, namely, G = Z, the integers. 
1.3. THE INTEGERS AND MULT IPL ICAT IVE  MAPS IN COHOMOLOGY 
If the integration map in the case of G = Z is worked out, a very simple thing to do, 
one gets the following: 
: E[u]-,  c*(z, z )  
~(u)=lz .  
Here, the integer deRahm complex is just the exterior algebra E[u] on one 1-dimensional 
generator u. Also, recall MacLane (1967) that the standard complex for the cohomology 
of the group G consists of the set theoretic functions, 
ck(z ,  Z) = {fl f :  Zk ~ Z and f (x l , . . . ,  xk) = 0 if x~ = 0 for some i}. 
The equation above simply says that the image of u under ~ is the identity function lz 
which is in C~(Z, Z). Now the following problem is immediate: the map J is a map 
inducing an isomorphism in homology--indeed an algebra isomorphism--but a the 
chain level, it is not multiplicative. Tosee that, note that he product structure in C*(Z, Z), 
sometimes called the "cup-product", is given by 
ca(z, z)® ct(z, z)-> Ck+t(z, z) 
(fk2 g)(x, y) =f(x)g(y) 
and so the square of lz  is Iz, the ordinary multiplication operation of integers. If J were 
multiplicative then since u 2 = 0, multiplication of integers would be zero ! 
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Maps of algebraic omplexes which are not multiplieative, but which induce multiplica- 
tire maps in homology in this context have been extensively studied. For example one 
has the work of V. Gugenheim and H. Munkholm (Gugenheim & Munkholm, 1974) and 
the references therein. An abbreviated way to describe the situation is this: for an algebra 
A, one always has the bar construction. /~A which is a differential graded eoalgebra 
(described below). For algebra maps f :  A ~ C of algebras, one always has the induced 
map of differential graded coalgebras g( f ) : J~A~/~C.  There is always a projection 
¢r:BA~A and for a differential coalgebra map BA~BC, such as B(f), we have the 
composition ~- = ~r/~(f). This composite map satisfies 
d~'+ ~-a = - -TU ~" 
where d is the differential in C, a is the differential in/~A, and the product u is defined 
using the product structure in C and the coproduct structure in/~A (familiar to people 
who work with Hopf-algebras). The details of all of this are reviewed in Gugenheim &
Lambe (1989). The equation above is called the twisting cochain condition and ~" is called 
a twisting cochain. The important thing is that the converse of what we have said is true, 
i.e. if ,r :/]A ~ C is a map satisfying the twisting cochain condition then there is a unique 
extension to a map of differential coalgebras f~ such that ¢rfT = ~. The bar construction 
of A is a direct sum of tensor products of a submodule I of A and so a twisting cochain 
I" is a direct sum of component maps. Specifically, we have that 
/~A ®" I  
n 
and so ~" breaks up into summands of the form 
,r~:®iI ~ C. 
A strong condition under which a non-multiplicative map f:A-> C, will nonetheless 
induce a map of algebras in homology is that f restricted to I is the first map in such a 
sequence {~'~}, i.e. that there exists a twisting cochain ~- such that ~'1 =f.  ¥. Gugenheim 
showed in Gugenheim (1976) that the integration map in the deRham theory was such 
a map and that was the inspiration for looking at 5 above in this context. It should be 
pointed out that it does not immediately follow that 5 is such a map because Gugenheim's 
proof apparently makes use of rational number coefficients and we crucially want to work 
over subrings, of the rational numbers. It is true however that 5 is such a map and that 
fact was observed in J. McCleary's work (McCleary, 1982). An explicit determination of
the sequence ~'~, called a "sequence of higher homotopies", for the case of ~ above was 
the motivation for Gugenheim & Lambe (1989), and at the same time inspired the work 
in Lambe & Stasheff (1987) where the problem of descent all the way to integer coefficients 
was finally solved. 
1.4. THE POLYNOMIAL COMPLEX AND A SEQUENCE OF HIGHER HOMOTOPIES 
A deeper connection between the integration map over the integers and a sequence of 
higher homotopies was not noticed by the author ight away. The connection came through 
a seemingly unrelated experiment, namely, the thought of what happens if we take the 
subcomplex of ck(z,  Z) which consists of polynomial functions with integer coefficients. 
That subcomplex is certainly more manageable than the original complex. A simple 
computation shows however that multiplication of integers,/~, is a 2-cocycle and that if 
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f(t) is a polynomial 1-cochain whose coboundary, f(s) - f ( s  + t) +f(t), is equal to/z(s, t) = 
st, then f cannot have integer coefficients. In fact, 
works; f is given by a polynomial with rational coefficients taking integers to integers. 
The significance of this is the following: f kills ~ and ~ is the square of the identity map 
as mentioned earlier. This means that f can be thought of as an obstruction to the 
multiplicativity of ~. Indeed, after looking at a recursive formula for the construction of  
twisting cochains given in Gugenheim & Munkholm (1974), it was found that f is the 
second map in a sequence of higher homotopies beginning with the identity function. In 
fact, in this context, the recursive formula in Gugenheim & Munkholm (1974) may be 
solved by the sequence of binomial coefficient functions 
This is explained in detail in Gugenheim & Lambe (1989). 
1.5, THE BASIC PERTURBATION LEMMA 
The basic perturbation lemma has been described along with historical comments in 
Lambe & Stasheff (1987), Gugenheim & Lambe (1989), Gugenheim et al. (1990, 
1991), Huebschmann (1988; 1989a) and Huebschmann & Kadeishvili (preprint). The 
original papers in which it occurred are Brown (1967) and Gugenheim (1972). Its goal 
is quite simple and exactly addresses the "perturbation problem" mentioned in the 
Introduction. It is this: given two differential complexes M and A, including the ease 
that one or both of the differentials are zero, if M and A are homology equivalent and 
the differential on one is changed, then change tlie differential on the other so that a new 
homology equivalence is obtained. The idea of using some kind of equivalence totransfer 
structure from one object to another is, of course ancient and well-used, occurring 
throughout mathematics and computer science. In the present context, the objects and 
their equivalence has been termed "SDR-data" and was inspired by the works of S. 
Eilenberg and S. MacLane in Eilenberg & MacLane (1953, 1954) where such data is said 
to form a "contraction". The definition implies that the two complexes are homology 
equivalent in a strong way, mimicking the way one topological space can be a Strong 
Deformation Retraction of another. Specifically, strong deformation retraction data, or 
SDR-data, is a collection of differential modules and maps, (M ~- A, ok), which satisfy: 
f~  =IM, Vf=lA+D(ck) 
and 
~bV =0, fqb =0, q~2=0 
where D(~b) = d$ + ~bd. Thus ~b is a chain homotopy. In the basic perturbation lemma, 
it is assumed that there is a new differential ~ given on A. One defines 
t=~-d ,  t,=(tqb)'-'t 
dn=d+f(tz+. ."  +tn_z)V, V, =V+q~(h+' ' "  +tn-z)V 
f ,=f+f ( t l+ ' "  '+ tn-l)q~, ~b, = q~(tz+'' .+ t,_l)~b. 
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Under suitable conditions, the maps converge to yield new SDR-data 
The map t above has been called the initiator in Gugenheim et aL (1990, 1991). 
2. A Special Case of the Idea 
In order to describe the derivation of the resolutions of this paper, it is necessary to 
review the bar construction. 
2.1. THE BAR CONSTRUCTION (EILENBERO & MACLANE, 1953; 1954: CARTAN, 1954) 
Assume that A is an augmented algebra over R which means that there is given an 
algebra map e :A-~ R. In the case of a group ring R(G), the standard augmentation is 
given by 
e:R(G)~ R 
The bar construction, BA, of an augmented algebra is a particular free resolution of R 
over A, i.e. it is a differential graded augmented R-module which is "acyclic on R" 
meaning that the homology of BA is zero except in dimension 0 where it is R. Additively, 
it has an A-basis consisting of the direct sum of the iterated tensor products ®" I  of  the 
augmentation ideal I = ker(e) 
BA=A®~ ®hi . 
One writes the homogeneous degree n component as B,(A). Also, one has the reduced 
complex, BA which, additively, is the direct sum of the homogeneous components/~, (A) = 
®"I. Thus, Bn(A)--A®B,(A).  By convention, /3o(A) is the free-R-module on one 
generator denoted by [ ]. 
Often the algebra A comes equipped with a "unit" cr : R -~ A which satisfies co- = 1R. 
Such is the case for the group ring. In this case, there is an additive isomorphism of I 
and A/~(R)= .,{ and the bar construction may be equivalently given by 
BA=A®(~, ®A). 
This is convenient because the elements of the bar construction can be thought of as 
coming from A with the convention that if one of the entries is a scalar, then the whole 
element is zero. The standard convention is to write 
a ® (al ®' ' "  ® an) = a[ad" " "[an]. 
The augmentation of A is extended to a map also denoted by e as follows: 
~e(a), for n>O 
sa[a l [ ' . . [a , ]  = 1 .0 ,  otherwise. 
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The differential a in BA may be defined inductively by requiring the R-linear map 
s :BA~ BA 
s (a [a l [ "  " .[a~]) = [a la l [ .  • . [a~]  
to be a contracting homotopy, i.e. by requiring the following equation: 
sO+as = lsA-c re  
to hold. The additive structure of the reduced complex has already been described. It 
may also be described as the tensor product. 
BA=R®ABA.  
With this, one has the differential 0 = 1 n ® a in the reduced complex. Note that by definition, 
the homology of the reduced complex is TorA.(R, R) which is usually just called the 
"'homology of A". The homology of the group G is the homology of the group ring 
A=R(G) .  
The reduced bar construction has a coproduet structure and with respect o this 
coproduct the differential is a coderivation. The definition is: 
n--I 
aEad. • "la,] = [ ]®[ad"  • ' l a , ]+  E [a, l" '  . la,]®Ea,+d..  "[a~]+[all" • ' la , ]@[  ]. 
1 
2.2.  THE NILPOTENT IN IT IATOR 
A straightforward method for deriving resolutions for nilpotent groups was briefly 
mentioned in Lambe & Stasheff (1987). The reader is warned, however, that there are 
misprints there due to incorrectly translating from multiplicative notation in the original 
manuscript to additive notation in the paper. The idea is simply this; for a group 
G = (Z ~, ~) where ,7 is a perturbation ofthe abelian group law, the reduced bar construc- 
tion /~G has the same underlying module structure (over the ground ring Z) as the 
reduced bar construction of the abelian group Z ". Thus one can start with the reduced 
bar construction of Z ~ and any SDR-data of it with a complex M (a particular M will 
be chosen in a moment): 
and transfer the perturbation of the bar construction corresponding to the non-abelian 
group law over to M using the basic perturbation lemma. This is clearly an instance of 
the Gugenheim principal mentioned in the Introduction. More precisely, the initiator is 
t = lin (0,)pert - "0+ 
where, 0~, and 3+ denote the bar construction differentials for ~ and + respectively. The 
maps lin and pert are additive isomorphisms from the bar construction of 77 to that of 
+ and from that of + to that of ~/ respectively. Thus if 77 (2, y )= 2 +)7 + ~-(~, 3~) then, for 
example, 
t [3~1[~2] J~3] = --[El + 22 + "/'(Xl, X2)lX3] + [21122 + X3 + q'(X2, X3)] + [-'Xl + 22lx3] -- [xtlx2 + X3]. 
This corrects the error in the formula on p. 372 of Lambe & Stasheff (1987) and having 
given the correct formulation of the additive version of the nilpotent initiator, additive 
notation will no longer be used mthe free abelian group will be written multiplicatively. 
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A particularly good complex to use for M above is the exterior coalgebra E[u l  . . . .  , u,,]. 
In fact, this is the smallest possible M since it is isomorphic to the homology of the free 
abelian group. The SDR-data can be built up inductively using the fundamental case 
n = 1 of SDR-data for the integers given in Eilenberg & MacLane (1954), a method 
suggested in Lambe & Stasheff (1987, §2.7.3) or it can be built using ideas from the 
Cartan seminar (Cartan, 1954) an option also mentioned in Lambe & Stasheff (1987, 
§ 2.7.2). The method of Cartan was chosen for this paper. 
2.3. A BIT MORE ON TWISTING COCHAINS 
There are two more items that need to be described before discussing "the acyclic 
initiator" below. One is the map 7r :/~A ~ A called "the projection" in section 1.3 above. 
By definition, 
{al - ~(a l ) ,  for n = 1 ~r[al["- .[a,]= 0, otherwise. 
In fact, this map is a twisting eochain. Next is another general property of twisting 
cochains, namely for an arbitrary twisting cochain 
,r: BA  ~ C 
it is possible to define a "perturbation" of the tensor product differential, 1® dc + O® 1 c, 
in/~A® C. The definition is given by the so called cap-product which is the composite 
function: 
~" n_ = (1 ~A®/Zc) (1 gA® ~'® 1 C)(A® 1 C). 
This definition goes back to E. Brown in Brown (1959), which along with Shih (1962), 
is a primary motivation for much of the original work in homological perturbation theory 
(Brown, 1967; Gugenheim, 1972). 
2.4. THE ACYCLIC INITIATOR 
It is an easy consequence of the definitions that the tensor product differential in 
A®BA plus the perturbation given by the twisting cochain ¢r above is just the bar 
construction differential .This fact makes the following basic perturbation lemma setup 
possible: Given SDR-data (M ~v/~A, ¢), consider tensor product SDR-data (Lambe & 
Stasheff, 1987, §2) Y 
IA®V ) 
A®M ~-- BA, 1A®d) . 
1A®f 
Now one has the initiator given by the perturbation corresponding to the twisting cochain 
~'. One can define new SDR-data using the formulas of the basic lemma, provided the 
limits make sense, and hence obtain a homology equivalence of the new complex 
(A®M,  0o~) and the bar construction BA. Since A®M is clearly a free A-module and 
the complex is now acyclic on R, the result is a new free resolution. This then gives rise 
to the realization of Gugenheim's principal in the context of modules over a group ring 
and explains the comment in Lambe & Stasheff (1987, §4.4). 
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2.5, CONSTRUCTION OF MAPS 
Let G = (Z  n, ~) be a group as above. In order to obtain a resolution of Z over the 
integral group ring, one needs to start out with SDR-data of the form in section 2.1 above. 
Explicit formulas for SDR-data 
E[ ul . . . .  , u~] ~- BZ ~, ,~ 
f 
need to be given. In the present case, the standard contracting homotopy for the bar 
construction was used. The idea is roughly the following: in order to construct A-linear 
chain maps or homotopies into the bar construction, the contracting homotopy s may be 
used as an inverse of the map 0. For example, if one is to construct a chain map g from 
M 
a free A complex M of the form M = A ® M to the bar construction BA, one would need 
the equation Og = gdta to hold. Given that the map is correctly defined at some initial 
level, it may be inductively defined by 
(i) g is A linear 
(ii) g(r~) = s(g(dM(m))) 
where r~ ~/~r. A similar remark applies to the construction of chain homotopies into the 
bar construction. We call 3~r the reduced complex. 
In Cartan's terminology (Caftan, 1954), the bar construction is special and maps defined 
to it may be special. This means that they map the reduced complex to/~(A). An important 
property o f  special maps is that they are unique. I f  one has a contracting homotopy on 
M, formulas analogous to the above produce maps, but they will not, in general be 
"special", i.e. they will not generally take the reduced complex/3A to the reduced complex 
~r. All that one can say is that they land in M. This simple observation actually explains 
why one has to deal with SDR-data. In fact, it is the lack of speciality that causes 
non-trivial homotopies in (acyclic) SDR-data. It is the presence of speciality that causes 
the composite in one direction to be the identity. 
3. Putting it all Together 
3.1. A RESOLUTION OVER THE FREE ABELIAN GROUP 
In order to construct SDR-data as in section 2.1 using the above discussion, one needs 
a resolution of the integers over the group ring of  Z ". For this, we take the resolution 
given in Eilenberg & MacLane (1954) for the integers tensored with itself n times. The 
following notation will be used: G is the free abelian group on one generator t, G ~ is 
the free abelian group on n-generators h, • . . ,  t~, A = E[ul, . .  •, u,] is the exterior Hopf- 
algebra over Z on generators {'ul , . . . ,  u,) each of degree 1, Z(G n) is the integer group 
ring o f  O n, and C(n)=Z(G")®zA.  For n = 1, C(1) is an acyclic free Z(G) -module  
given by extending 
d( f l )=0 
d(u l )=t -1  
l inearly over Z(G) as a derivation of the algebra structure. An explicit contracting 
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homotopy for this complex is given by extending 
f l+t+t2+ . . .+t  H ,  i f i>0  
~(t ~) =10, i f i=O 
t - l+ t-2+ ' '+t; ,  i f i<0  
~o(t'Ul)=0 
linearly over the integers. There is an augmentation given by extending 
e(ti)=l 
~(t'ul)  =0  
linearly over the integers. The resolution C(n) is given by the tensor product of C(1) 
with itself n times and has a basis over the ring Z(G n) consisting of all 2" products 
u h • •. u~ k where 1 <-- i~ < • •. < ik <-- n, for 0--< k--< n. The "empty term" when k = 0 is the 
multiplicative identity and is denoted by 1, as usual. C(n) is given the tensor product 
differential 
d - - -E l@. . .d . . .®1 
and tensor product contracting homotopy 
~o =Z 1®1. . .®~. . .®e®. . .®e.  
These formulas are explained in Gugenheim & Lambe (1989) and go back to Eilenberg 
& MacLane (1953; 1954). There is also a unit 
o' :G"~C(n) 
tr(g) = g. 1. 
One has 
d~0 - ~od = 1 - t re  
which is just the condition that q~ is indeed a contracting homotopy. It should be noted 
that these objects are graded objects, i.e. they are direct sums of submodules of 
homogeneous degree k, k ranging from 0 to n as can be seen from the description of the 
basis {u~, • . .  u~} above. The degree of an element x is denoted by Ix[. A map f is said 
to be of degree i if it takes a homogeneous degree k element to a homogeneous degree 
k+i  element for all k. The degree of such a map is written lf[= i. The standard sign 
convention holds for tensor products of maps 
( f®g)(x®y) = (-1)lsllx/f(x)® g(y). 
3.2. SDR-DATA FOR THE FREE ABELIAN GROUP 
V I1 SDR-data (C(n) ~- BZ(G ), ~b) is given by the following reoursive formulas which 
, O are to he extended hnearly over Z(G") 
V(1) - -  [ ], V(u~, • • .  u~k) = sVd(u,,.., u~k) 
p([ ]) = 1, p(b') ~ ~opO(6) where b a B(Z(G")) 
4,([ ])= o, ¢(6)=s(6-Ca6-voE,). 
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Now given a torsion-free nilpotent group as in section 1.1 we can form the nilpotent 
initiator (2.1), calculate the limit SDR-data, form the acyclic initiator (2.3) on the limit 
data, and calculate the limit SDR-data for it. This process has been set up to run in the 
Scratchpad system and a bit of the procedure will be described in the next section. As 
an example, the resulting complexes for the group U(4, Z), of upper unitriangular 4 × 4 
matrices with integer entries will be presented. An idea will also be given of how formulas 
for these resolutions may be calculated for group laws given "symbolically", i.e. with 
indeterminate "structure constants". 
4. Data and Resolutions Generated in Scratchpad 
The formulas presented in the sections above are rather difficult to deal with when 
generating examples "by hand". Fortunately, it is no longer necessary togenerate examples 
that way. The Scratchpad Computer Algebra system was used to implement the ideas of 
the previous ections. It was found not only to have the necessary generality, but to have 
been constructed itself in such a way that the necessary mathematical objects could be 
easily and conveniently constructed and moved around within the system. 
4.1. SCRATCHPAD DOMAINS AND PACKAGES 
A brief description of the Scratchpad system was given in Lambe (1989). Some of the 
domains and packages that were constructed in order to facilitate the computation of 
resolutions will be listed here. A detailed escription of the implementations and of the 
new Scratchpad categories that were necessary will be given elsewhere. First of all, one 
needs the exterior Hopf-algebra E[ul, . . . ,  u,] over a commutative ring with identity, R. 
This was implemented asa domain constructor, ASYM(R, n). It is possible to define, or 
redefine, any object in the system by a macro, and so the usual notations for things like 
the integers, Z could be assumed. The free abelian group, written multiplicatively was 
implemented as a domain constructor FAB(n). The monoid ring on a monoid M over 
a ring R already existed in the system and was given by a domain constructor 
MRING( R, M). Thus one has the group ring of the free abelian group, 
MRING(Z, FAB(n)) and hence the underlying algebraic structure for the resolution of 
the free abelian group in section 3.1, namely ASYM(MRING(Z, FAB(n), n)). The 
resolution was denoted by CEMRES(n) (Cartan-Eilenberg-MacLane RESolution). Of 
course, the bar construction, a differential graded augmented co-algebra, was needed. 
The domain constructor was denoted by BAR(R, M), where R is a ring and M is a 
monoid as above. A domain constructor was needed in order to manipulate the group 
corresponding to a polynomial group law. For this, PFAB(lx, ly, mu, muinv) was construc- 
ted. The arguments are as follows: lx is a list of variables x l , . . . ,  x,; ly is a list of variables 
Yl,.. •, Y,; mu is a list of n polynomial functions in the variables of Ix, and ly; muinv is 
a list of n polynomials in the variables of /x and represents the formal inverse of the 
group law given by mu. A package denoted by INVERTP(Ix, ly, mu) uses the standard 
Groebner basis package of Scratchpad tocalculate the formal inverse of a given polynomial 
group law. A package constructor, SDRFAB(n), giving SDR-data between CEMRE$(n) 
and BAR(Z, FAB(n)) as in section 3.2 was also implemented. A package which imple- 
ments the functions lin, pert of section 2.2 was constructed and packages allowing one 
to tensor the bar construction with Z over the group ring in order to obtain the reduced 
complex and similarly for CEMRES(n), were also constructed. Finally, a package 
implementing the nilpotent and acyclic initiator was constructed. 
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4.2. THE OROUP U(4. Z) 
Consider the group of matrices 
1 x2 xs Ix1, • • • ,  x4 ,  y l , . . .  ,Y4 E ; 
U(4, Z) = 0 1 3 
o 
The group operation (matrix multiplication) is given by a polynomial  function, and 
choosing variables, Ix = [xl . . . .  , x,], and ly --- [Yl, . . . ,  Y,] the group law can be listed as 
mu = [Yl + xl, Y2 + X2, Y3 + X3, Y4 + xly2 + x4, Ya + x2Y3 + Xs, Y6 + Xly5 + x4y3 "+" X6]. 
The formal inverse is listed in 
muinv = [-Yx, -Y2, -Y3, -Y4 + Y]Y2, -Y~ + Y2Y3, -Y6 + YlY5 + YaY4 -- Y IY2Y3 ]. 
In fact, the variables and matrices were generated in Seratchpad, and then the variable 
lists and group law were plugged into the formal inversion routine INVERTP and then 
the polynomials were plugged into the domain constructor PFAB so that the group, its 
group law, and its inverse could be manipulated in the system. From this point on it is 
a straightforward process to generate the "homological limits" from the algorithm using 
the constructors described above. The results are given in the next section. 
4.3. SOME DIFFERENTIALS IN THE ACYCLIC COMPLEX 
A free Z(U(4,  Z)) -module resolution of Z was generated in Scratchpad using 
the algorithm described in the sections above and the Scratchpad constructors also 
described above and could be used to calculate Ext*(4.z)(N, M)  and Tor~ta 'z) (N,  M)  for 
U(4, Z) modules N, and M. We will list only 6 of the 64 formulas calculated: 
Ou~ = tl - 1 
cgu~u2 = -h  t2u4 + ( tl -- 1)u:+ ( -h+ 1)u~ 
OUl U2U3 = --tl t2tDtsU4U6 + tlt2tDu4us + tl t2UDU4 + (t l  -- 1) U2U3 
+ t2t3UlUs+(--t2+ 1)UlU3+ (t3-- I)UlU 2 
aUlU2U3U 3= tlt2tataU4UsU6+( t 1 -- 1)UzUsU4 + t2tataUlUsU6-- t2tautu4u5 
+ ( - t2+ 1)UlU3U4+ t3t4ulu2u6+ (t3 - 1 )u lu2u4+ (--t4 + l )U luxu3 
0UlU2U3U4U 5= -- tl t5U2U3U4U6-1- (tl -- 1)U2U3U4U5 + (--/2 + 1)UlUDU4U5 -- tDt4UlU2UsU6 
+ (t 3 -- 1)UlU2tl4U5+ ( - - t4+ 1)UlUxU3U 5 + (t 5 -- 1)UlUxU3U 4
OUl U2U3U4U5U6 ----- (t 1 -- 1) U2U3U4U5U6"+ ( - - t2+ 1)UlUDU4UsU6+ ( t3 -- 1)Ul U2U4USI/6 
+ ( - - t4+ 1)UlU2U3UsU6+ (Is -- I)IllU2U3U4U6+ ( - - t6+ 1)UlU2U3U4U5 
4.4. THE NON-ZERO DIFFERENTIALS IN THE REDUCED COMPLEX 
The reduced complex which is produced is a differential graded module whose 
homology is the homology of the group G with integer coefficients, i.e. it is a complex 
whose homology is "r~'u(4"z)/Z Z) .  It can easily be seen that the complex is a "perturba- a or ,  ~ , 
tion" of the Cartan-Chevalley-Eilenberg complex for the corresponding Lie algebra 
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(Lambe & Priddy, 1982). In other words, the reduced complex looks like the standard 
complex for the Lie algebra with some "higher terms" added on. This is always the case 
for such groups and is a feature of the basic perturbation lemma that has not been stressed 
much until now. In fact, there is a spectral sequence that arises from the considerations 
in Lamb & Stasheff (1987) and the first term of the spectral sequence in this ease is exactly 
the Lie algebra complex. It is true that the spectral sequence collapses in this ease, and 
so the cohomology of the group is additively isomorphic to the cohomology of the Lie 
algebra. ("Higher terms" in bold.) 
~UlU 2 .~- ~U 4 
0~/I ~5 = ~U6 
OU2U 3 ~ ~U 5 
OU 3 l,l 4 ~ U 6 
aU.l/,/2U 3 ~- --U4U6-~ 114U5.- [ U3U4-1L/,/1/,/5 
~UlU2M5 = U4U 6 -- U4U 5 -- U2U 6 
~UlU2U6 ~-- ~1/41~ 6 
"aUlU3U 4 = ~UlU 6 
OUlU3U 5 ~ - -U3H 6 
~UlU4U 5 ~--. ~U4U6 
aU2H3/,/4 ~ --115U6-- ~ g4U5 - -  U2"U6 
~M2U3U6 ~- ~ U5H 6 
~t/3U4U 5 ~ --USU 6 
aU I H2U3 U4 ~ II4UsU6-~ U lUSU 6 -- U I H4U5 q- UlZ/2U 6 
~UlU2U3U 5 ~ --113114116 -~- U3 ~/4Z/5 -- U2U3U 6 
agl U2/'/3 U6 ~ U4115H6 "~-/'/3 U4U6 "~- Ul U5 ~/6 
0MI~/2U4U 5 = - -U2U4U 6 
~UlU2MsU6 = --/./4~5~6 
~UlU3U4U 5 ~ --/./3U4L/6-~ - U lUsU 6 
~I,/2U3U4U 5 ~- U2U5U 6 
0/,/2H31,/4U6 ~ /,/4/./5/,/6 
~H1M2U3U4/,/5 ~ ~U2UaU4U 6 ~ Z/I U2/./SU 6 
~WlU2U3M4U6 ~ ~U 1 U4US~ 6 
~Ulg2g/3US/,/6 = U3U4USU 6 
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S. Formula Calculations 
There are many levels of "'symbolic alculation" possible. If one thinks about represent- 
ing the integers in a way that reflects how we deal with them mathematically then it is 
clear that there should be a facility for dealing with the symbol 'T '  standing for some 
indeterminate integer. If we consider the free abelian group on n generators t l , . . . ,  t~, 
then we would like to be able to deal with expressions of the form tt? • •. t~. It is also 
necessary to deal with expressions of the form 
t~(~.Y).., t~.(~,~) 
in investigating the polynomial group laws above. This is possible in Scratchpad using 
the functional expression constructor FE  (R) which allows the representation f functional 
expressions such as ~(~, y) over a ring R. It is quite convenient to use FE(R)  because 
the system knows it to be a ring itself and hence it may be passed to other constructors 
such as MRING,  BAR,  etc. Using this technique, Scratchpad was used to calculate the 
following formulas for 4-dimensional SDR-data involving the free abelian group G 4 on 
four generators tl, t2, t3,/4: 
( Z (G4) (~)E[u ' 'u2 'u3 'u4]~p BZ(G4) 'q~)"  
(only a part of the output is given in the sections below) 
5.1. THE PROJECTION 
In the formulas below, the following notation was used: 
bl =[t~t~2t~3tf~] 
b2 = [ t~' t~=t~tt441 t{' t~=~'tJ4 "] 
= It 1 t 2 t 3 t4lt 1 t 2 t a t 4 It 1 t~ t 3 t4 ] b3 i I i2 /3 i~ Jl J2 A J4 kl k2 _k3 k4 
b - rtitti2t~3ttAtJ~tJ2tJ~ti41tk~tk2tk~tk41tttt12t13t I~1 41 L 1 a) a 4ll 1 2- 3 ~ I 1 2 a 4 I 1 ~1 3 ~- l "  
f l+t+t2+ ' ' '+t  '-1, i f i>0  
st{t} = ~0, if i -~ 0 
l t -~+t-2+ . +t  l, i f i<0 .  
So that, in fact, si{t} = ~(t t) from section 3.1. In the group ring, t i -  1 is always divisible 
by t - 1 and that fact is helpful in dealing with sl{t} = t ~ - 1/( t  - 1). 
p(bl) = - t~ ' i2  13 - " tq tl '2 t3 Si4( t4~ U4"{- tl? t~2sl3{ ta} Ua+ 1Si2(t2)u2Wsil{tl} Ul 
p( b2) = - t~t  +iO t~J2+i2) t~3sj3{ t3} si,{ t,} u3 u4 - t~J~ +'t) t~2s~{ t2} ti3s~4{ t4} u2 u4 
- t~Jt+'Ot~s/2{t2}si3{t3} u2 u3-  t~tsjt(t~)t~2t~s~,{t4} u 1 u, 
I t 12 t x sj~ ( tl ) t2 st3{ ta} ul u3 - ti' slt ( tl} stz{ t2} ul u2 
P (ba) = - t~ kt+j'+il) t(2Ja+12)$k2(t2) ~a$j3 { t3}sl~ { t4} U2 U3 U4 
- t~Jt+iOSk~{tl}t~J~+lz)t~s~{ta}s,,(t4} U~ U3 U4 
(jt+i ) i i 
-- t~Jt ÷q) S~{ t~} t2~sj~{ ta)si3{ t3) Ul U2 U3 
p(b4) = t~k~+Jt+~Osh{tl}t(J~+i~)Ska{t2}t~3sj~{ta}si4{t4} Ul U2 U3 U  
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5.2. THE HOMOTOPY 
qb( bl) = [ t~' t~t~3s~.4{ t4}lt4] + [ t~ ~ t~'s,a{ t3}lta] + [ t~'s~2{ t2}[ tz] + [s,,{ ta}[q] 
qb ( b2) = - [  t~Y~ +',) t~J~+'2) t~ sj3{ ta} s~{ t,}ltal t4] + E t~J, +i° t[J~%) t~sj~{ t3} s,,{ t,}[t,lt3] 
- [ t] ~,+ q)t~=sj~{ t2} t~3si,{ t4}[ t2l t4] + [t~ J,+ q) t~=sj2{ t2} t~zsI4{ t4}l t.I t23 
- [ t~ J'+q)t~=sj~{ tz}sa{ t3 }J t21 t33 + [ t~ 2' +'' )t~Zsi~{ t2}st3{ t~}Jt3 It=] 
'i I i 2 13 i Jl J2 J3 - -  il i2 i3 1.4 Jt J2 -- [t  1 t 2 t 3 t'~ltl t= t3 sj4"[ t4}[t4] [ t l  tz ta t4ltl t2 sja{ f3}lt3] 
- ItS' sj~{ tl} t~2t3~s.{t4}[ l It4] "1- ItS' sj,{tl} t~  t~3s,4{t.}[ t41q]  
- [  t~,~,{ q}t~s,~{ t3)lqlt3] + [ t~,sj,{ q}t~'s,~{ ta}lt3lfi] 
- [t~'sy,{ta}s~{t2}lta[ t2] -t- [t~,sj ,{q}s,2{t2}lt=lt l ]  
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